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Editorial
Welcome to the December edition of the magazine.
Quite a bumper edition of the magazine to end the year. We have from Francis “The Great Cape Escape”
about his recent visit to South Africa. The second instalment will be next month and again with lots of
pictures. Robert writes about the RAC Rally of Tests which we followed earlier in the month. We are
starting to work our way through a boxful of old magazines, scanning them in and making them available
on the website. We have our regular dips into the slide collection and the social and competition
calendars are updated.
A reminder that January 14th sees the Annual General Meeting and the subscriptions are due from the
1st January
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always gratefully received. May we wish you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year
Annette & Robert Clayson

Back Copies of the Bulletin
Having exhausted the very early copies of the Bulletin supplied to
us by the Roscoe family, which we were very grateful for. We now
have to look elsewhere. A box full of magazines from the 70’s 80’s
and 90’s has been located as you can see from the picture alongside
it’s quite a full box! Over the coming months we will be scanning
these all in.
To make them easier to read they will be published on the website
and you can access them by clicking on the following link.The link
takes you to the page on the website where we hold these
magazines. The latest scan will always be at the top. Page Link
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Social Calendar

Competition

December

December

10th Clubnight – The Fox at Fox Corner,
Worplesdon, Guildford GU3 3PP

6 Dec Croydon MC Weald 12 Car December
Dash

17th Committee

13 Dec Southsea MC 12 Star Rally

No Pubnight for December

29th Dec Sutton & Cheam MC Mini Tempest –
Rushmoor

January 2020
14th Annual General Meeting and Clubnight
- The Fox at Fox Corner, Worplesdon, Guildford
GU3 3PP
Goodwood Event - Quiet!

More on the website

Brooklands Events 1st January New Years Day Classic Gathering
Bicester Sunday Scramble 5th January (Ticket Only
Event but good value!) http://bicesterheritage.co.uk

GMC Events 2020
28th February Rapscallion 12 Car
1st May Jedi 12 Car
17th May Touring Assembly

GMC Goodies
The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self
Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

GMC Mugs

£2.00

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Associate Membership

£2.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July
Full Membership
Family Membership

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media

3 for a £1.00

Contact Information
Follow this link for our contact information.
In Tune

Membership Fees

Website: www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook: www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
guildfordmotorclub
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Out and About - London to Brighton Veteran Car Run
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Out and About - The RAC Rally of the Tests
We spent a couple of days following the HERO organised RAC Rally of the Tests. Acknowledged as
one of the toughest historic rallies on the calendar with lots of regularities and tests along the way.
This year the event started in Torquay, with a prologue on Thursday evening to establish the running
order on the first day. Leaving Torquay the crews headed to Bristol for the overnight halt It was then
onto Stoke for Saturday night. Also included on the day was a test in one of the halls at the NEC! The
final day took the remaining entrants on the finish at Chester even coming across some snow.

The winning crew of Steve Entwistle and Mark Appleton
Our first stop was on Friday morning north of Crediton on a single track road through a wood and a
nice running ford, good for pictures! Usually when we arrive at this sort of location there is no one else
around except may be a marshal. There were a few 4x4’s and the like, we had rolled up in the middle
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of a pheasant shoot, most were quite friendly! Though the marshals up the road weren’t so lucky.
Having had all the cars through we returned to our car for a coﬀee and then headed onto Exmoor to

pick the route up again. Heading oﬀ we put the
next location into the sat nav it gave us a
journey time of about an hour and just under 30
miles, ideal. It didn’t quite stay that way, after a
while the distance went out to 45 miles and the
arrival time was about when the first car was
due. The extra mileage and time was due to road
closures. We opted to take a direct route using
more single track roads, but then encountered a
large lorry complete with trailer slowly
negotiating little villages, eventually the lorry
went in a diﬀerent direction, thank goodness!
We just made it to our intended location, high on Exmoor, giving us views over the Bristol Channel, it
was sunny with a distinct chill. Once the cars were through it was a drive to the M5 and up to
Cheltenham ready to pick the cars up again on Saturday morning.
I had located a possible point to take pictures from, and found it was a gated road with a flock of
sheep in the field, we drove to the other end and parked up. It was a while before the cars were due
through . One of the organising vehicle came along and made a right turn at the cross roads only to
return again several minutes later with a marshal crew. Apparently a quick re-route was in order along
with the relocation of the marshal point.
The two man marshal crew manned the
entrance gate along with giving the crews
the time. By this time another organiser
car arrived and asked us if Annette could
look after the exit gate, meaning the gate
could be left open and make sure no
sheep could make a bolt for freedom! A
perfect job for her as she could sit in the
car as the weather was initially damp
then very rainy! That left me relatively
free to take some pictures and I
managed to find another ford! Both the
opening and closing cars made an eﬀort
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to thank us.
Once the cars had gone through it was heading towards lunch time and for us to drive back home.
Robert

THE GREAT CAPE ESCAPE. October 2019.
On my arrival in at Midstream, South Africa I discovered that work
to prepare the 60 year old Mercedes Benz 200 Fintail appeared to
be well underway. This beautiful classic was to be our transport for
the 2019 Road Trip, planned by my brother Christopher and me
two years ago on our way back from Kilimanjaro.
Sadly it was not to be.
As the start date drew near we realised that there were still several
essential jobs which needed to be completed before embarking on
the 5000 km trip.
The moment of decision finally arrived. We had run out of time,
the car could not be made ready.
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This is how we came to make the circuitous journey in a much
newer car - a 30 year old Mercedes Benz W124 with a six
cylinder 3 litre Diesel engine. This is Chris’ ‘standby car’
which I had used 5 years before on a road trip to the Blyde
River Canyon and Mozambique. A comfortable, reliable,
economical car with a great air conditioning system! No
turbo, so it has to be driven energetically!
The 300D was brought out from its underground storage
garage, washed and given a thorough check over and service.
Packing was, as ever, light and simple: a set of tools, a box of
clothes and an overnight ‘grip’ each, some on-the-road food
and, essentially, 5 gallons of water. Not forgetting a large box
of various interesting and useful gifts to give to the many
people who
give help and
assistance,
either asked
for or
spontaneously,
in the course
of any road
trip in Africa.
As ever, the
start was predawn, with the
promise of a coﬀee stop within a couple of hours. We drove
two hour stints; sometimes coinciding with the chance of a
cup of coﬀee. Chris only drinks water!

The Road Trip Car

First car seen of a further 300 plus in one collection

Hanger 1.

Half a day’s drive through The
Free State brought us to a filling
station a few kilometres from
Bloemfontein where we were
met by a friend of Chris’, who
was to show us his car
collection.
It should be stated at this point
that the Road Trip had take on
a second purpose. As Vice
President of the large and active
In Tune
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Some tail! Do you know what these cars are?

Mercedes Benz Club of South Africa, Chris had taken the
unilateral decision to visit committee members of the club
in every region of the club during the trip. Invitations had
flowed back; almost everywhere along the route we had
oﬀers of luncheons, braais (barbeque), and accommodation.
A surprising number of these members had car collections,
not all of them exclusively Mercedes cars.

A few of the Mercedes.

This car collection is truly astonishing!
More than 300 cars in 4 large aircraft-sized hangers. Almost every
conceivable car of note from the 1950’s to the 1970’s! Rows of
Mercedes, but also many dozens of amazing American cars of the neospace-age, British and European and early Japanese cars, too.
Photographs could not even express this enormous, eclectic, one-man
collection. A tour of the hangers was punctuated with an exquisite
lunch at his adjacent home, followed by an examination of the classic
cars ‘to be restored’. It did occur that the restoration of these vehicles
would have to be completed by at least one dedicated, following
generation.

More cars......

Dinner was taken with another member and his equally dedicated wife
in their smaller hanger/den/bar/lounge with a mere two dozen gleaming
Mercedes classics.
The first night was spent at a pleasant farm B and B somewhat oﬀ the
beaten track and remarkably quiet! And we made a rare post-dawn
departure, though, once again, without breakfast!
“I am only 35 kms oﬀ your route. If you don’t visit you are no longer my
friend,” came the message from somewhere near Molteno, slightly
West of our route to East London.
In Tune
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At this stage, it should be mentioned that during
the weekend prior to setting oﬀ we had driven to
KwaZulu-Natal and Durban, this time in a fast,
modern Mercedes, where we had ‘shown the
flag’, met up and partied with members from that
region. A flying visit of some 1300 kms! Only 5
more regions to be visited!
Molteno proved to be a time-warp, one-horse
dorp without a coﬀee shop. Our invitation to stay
proved to entail a tortuous gravel road approach
to a beautiful farm house and garden with
suitably large attendant barns, nestled beneath a
magnificent, half circle of rusty coloured hills.
We learned that the lovely farm house home of
our hosts in which we were to stay was more than
200 years old, had been built and owned by the
family since and in which our charming host had
been born some 70 years previously and had lived
in ever since. We also learned that as a result of
the persistent drought the lucern crop had failed
and one of the Mercedes cars in the collection
would have to be sold. We did go for a test drive
in the car for sale having been oﬀered a drive in
any of the two dozen cars in the collection.

All the colours!

Note the wheel discs/hub caps.

A barbecue supper, a comfortable night’s sleep
and ‘real rarity’ for this trip - a rare breakfast
with freshly brewed coﬀee preceded our farewells
and a drive to
a classic car
show in East
London. We
were guests
in the
Long Nose Fintail for sale, we did test drive it on the
gravel roads. Very sweet!
Mercedes
Club tent
where good coﬀee and a delicious array of home-made
cookies were proﬀered. A show of some 150 vehicles - not
all real classics - entertained us for a couple of hours. A
tempting array of surprising memorabilia on auction
Our steed overnighting amongst other
during the show failed to tempt speculation from either
beauties.
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Mercedes 170D 1952. I learned to
drive in my mother’s one of these!

East London Classic Car Show.

At the show.

Show car.

of us.
We were now driving West along The Garden Route
towards The Cape Of Good Hope. The array of colours
in the roadside flowers and vegetation display clearly
why it is named The Garden Route.
The following night was spent in a lovely beach cottage
on the desirable Jeﬀries Bay beyond Port Elizabeth. We
dined on tapas and, for me, a very large jug of real ale
from a local micro brewery. The venue was a thatched
hut with a sand floor right on the beach. It was not I
who drove back to the cottage.
Next day’s highlight was a drive over Prince Albert’s
Pass in an absolute deluge. The pass is a gravelly road in
the dry, in the wet it is muddy and slippery. It certainly
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was an exciting drive on this narrow, 150 year old, drover’s track with a sharp drop on one side
for part of the way down. Eventually down on the North side we
headed for the tarmac and a return to the coast road via the
spectacular Oudtshoorn Pass, built in the late 1940’s by Italian
Prisoners of War!
In George we met for lunch a truly incredible gentleman. He had
been our Physical Education Teacher many years ago when my
brother and I were at our co-ed boarding school in Central
Tanzania. Previously Fred Brooker had been a professional soldier
serving 5 years of WW11 in a tent in the Sahara Desert, was an
Olympic Class gymnast, had trained British Olympic Fencing
Teams to Gold Medals and, had more recently trained the South
African Pentathlon Team to world class. He was to be 101 years
old in two day’s time!

Immaculate!

We dined in the company of this most unusual and entertaining
person who regaled us with amusing and amazing stories of his
life, before driving oﬀ after the extended luncheon in his Land
Rover to go horse riding!
Still reeling from our encounter with Fred we met with Waldo, the
most gracious President of the Mercedes Benz Club of South
Africa. His stunning collection includes a 1903 Benz, which he
started and ran for us and which his wife uses on a regular basis!
Waldo’s ‘den’ was a treasure trove of Mercedes memorabilia,
models, certificates, and almost everything imaginable Mercedes
all arranged around an enormous conference table. Not forgetting
the well stocked beer and wine fridge which appear to be a
requirement of every ‘oﬃce’!
Once again, dinner was a splendid array of local sea food enhanced
with local wine and endless chat of motor cars, events and
progress of on-going projects. Eating out is relatively inexpensive
in South Africa and the quality of the food served is often
outstandingly good.
Onward along The Glorious Garden Route with the Little Karoo
to our right, passing Cape Agulhas, the most southerly point of
the African Continent, and on to Cape Town. Here began a wealth
of interesting visits: to the world famous Franchoek Motor
Museum, slightly disappointing as they had just returned some 40
cars to Britain, the loan time having run out on these British
owned cars, to Rickety Bridge winery, home of one of my most
In Tune
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one in the mid 60’s! (Fibreglass
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favoured wines, where I
indulged in much wine
tasting followed by the
purchase of a box of six of
the best, two of which even
arrived home to UK in my
luggage! We enjoyed the
sights of stunning Cape Town
and the environs from the
open topped bus.
We took the 300D to one of
these environs to view yet
another car collection.

Another 2stroke.

Rotary engine.

To be continued …
Francis

From the Slide Collection
A selection dating from April 1969, probably a VSCC meeting, and definitely at Silverstone.
Interesting selection of spectators cars in the background of the top right picture - 4 minis, Mk2
Lotus Cortina, frog eye sprite, SAAB 96 and an XK Jaguar right in the back ground.
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